Agenda

0. Formal and practical matters

1. Agenda

2. Approval of the Minutes of the General Assembly in Corinth 2014

Item 1  Report from the Presidency

Item 2  Report from the Permanent Secretariat

[ Suspension of the General Assembly in order to allow the General Assembly of the association “Justitia et Pax Europa e.V.(see separate agenda)]

Item 3  Reports from national Commissions

Item 4  Reports from invited guests

Item 5  Reports from the Council of Europe and the European Union

Item 6  Decision on the theme of the Concerted Action 2016 and discussion of a draft text

Item 7  Declaration of the General Assembly in the aftermath of the UN General Assembly in New York (15 – 28 September) and in view of the UN climate change conference in Paris (30 November – 11 December)

Item 8  Meetings of Secretaries General, and the International Workshop and General Assembly 2016: decisions on dates and venues

Item 9  Open Space:
   - Encyclical letter Laudato Si
   - Migration
   -

Item 10 Reports on concrete proposals developed in the Open Space - discussions
Item 1

Item 11 Adoption of the Final declaration of the International Workshop

Item 12 Other business